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ORTHOTIC SERVICES
Dacey Ltd is a Welsh company providing orthotic
services to both the NHS and the private sector.
Established in 1972 we now have a highly
experienced team of HPC registered Orthotists.
At our Cardiff and Merthyr facilities we have a suite
of well equipped clinic rooms and provide orthotic
services throughout Wales and the West of England
through a variety of NHS and private clinics.
Our Orthotists are experts in the assessment and
fitting of orthoses (supports) to all parts of the body.
This includes the provision of many different types of
footwear and insoles for a variety of foot conditions
and supportive braces for all areas of the body.
We are able to provide a complete orthotic service
to those with complex medical conditions including
diabetes, rheumatoid/osteo arthritis and stroke
rehabilitation. We also provide sports bracing for
active individuals who may require additional
support to participate in their chosen pastime, such
as knee bracing for skiers and motorcross riders.

Working in association with			
we are fortunately one of a selected few distributors in the UK of the
Bioness, NESS L300TM Foot Drop System and the NESS H200TM Hand Rehabilitation System for patients who have suffered
central nerve damage associated with medical conditions such as stroke, multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury,
incomplete spinal cord injury and cerebral palsy.

BESPOKE PRODUCT
Our manufacturing facilities are situated in Cardiff and
Merthyr. It is here that all of the bespoke products required
to fulfil the NHS contracts and private requirements are
fabricated.
Footwear, insoles, all types of plastic, leather and metal
orthoses such as calipers are manufactured in Cardiff.
Whilst our Merthyr facility specialises in all types of fabric
orthoses such as abdominal supports, gaiters and made to
measure brassieres.
Hand Lasting of Footwear

Metal Work

We also provide an adaptation and repair service to
patient’s own goods. This includes adding raises and
sockets to footwear and the inclusion of mastectomy
pockets to brassieres.
Our footwear department is the largest in the factory. Here
we manufacture stock, modular and bespoke footwear,
which are available in a vast choice of styles, designs and
colours, including an extensive range of leisure footwear.

Plastic Work

Fabric Supports

A comprehensive catalogue is available for trade partners
by calling the number overleaf or can be accessed online
at www.dacey.co.uk

STOCK PRODUCT
In addition to our bespoke products, Dacey Ltd is also able to supply
a comprehensive range of stock or ‘off the shelf’ bracing products,
through our
division.
With the budget restrictions now being imposed on the NHS we
identified the need for our own range of competitively priced
products. After extensive marketplace consultation, the 		
RANGE
was introduced to satisfy this requirement. As well as offering our
own branded range, we also exclusively supply products from other
premier worldwide manufacturers.
Our dedicated customer response team coupled with our in-house
Healthcare Professionals and bespoke manufacturing facility, ensures
that the quality of our service and product are second to none.
Products may be purchased directly or online through our website
www.orthotix.co.uk

FOOTWEAR CENTRE
To support the Dacey clinicians and in response to public
demand and many requests from local healthcare
professionals, we have established specialist footwear
centres at our Cardiff and Merthyr premises, which are
open to the public. Here we stock a wide selection of ‘off
the shelf’ sports footwear (Cardiff only) and wide fitting
comfort footwear from leading suppliers such as Mizuno,
Asics, DB, Padders, Cosyfeet and Klaveness.
Our experienced sales team provide an individual
fitting service with friendly advice and footwear
recommendations to ensure that all customers to our
centres find the most suitable footwear for their condition.
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Dacey Ltd, Sanatorium Road, Canton, Cardiff, CF11 8DG
Tel: 029 2022 5454 | Fax: 029 2022 5456 | Email: enquiries@dacey.co.uk
www.dacey.co.uk
www.orthotix.co.uk
Catalogues Availiable Online:-

Dacey Footwear Catalogue
Dacey Brochure
Orthotix Catalogue
Basix Range Catalogue
Ace Feet in Motion Brochure

